We classify the compact abelian actions on semifinite injective von Neumann algebras with factor fixed point algebra. The method uses that the (nonzero) eigenspaces of such an action contain unitaries which give rise to a classifying invariant.
Introduction
Jones and Takesaki have used Ocneanu's results on discrete amenable group actions on von Neumann algebras to classify compact abelian group actions on semifinite injective von Neumann algebras [4, 5] . The basic idea is to use Ocneanu's results on the dual action and then use Takesaki duality to classify up to stable conjugacy. Finally, they introduce the inner invariant, see [5] , to classify up to conjugacy. The main result of [5] handles the general case which is severely complicated when the crossed product is not a factor.
The purpose of the present paper is to present another approach which works in a more restrictive setting, namely in the setting of prime actions, i.e. actions with a factor as fixed point algebra. By a result of Paschke, [10] , this condition is fulfilled if and only if the crossed product is a factor. Our starting observation was that for a compact abelian prime action every nonzero eigenspace contains a unitary eigenoperator unless the algebra is of type III and the fixed point algebra is of type Ux, see §2. By excluding this possibility the existence of unitary eigenoperators translates the problem of classifying compact abelian prime actions into the problem of classifying cocycle crossed actions of the dual group on the fixed point algebra. This translation is done in §3 and we introduce an invariant for cocycle crossed actions which generalizes the characteristic invariant for ordinary discrete actions. We then investigate the relationship between the algebra and the fixed point algebra in §4. In §5 we prove uniqueness, up to conjugacy, for actions on the hyperfinite type II factors, subject to the condition that the fixed point algebra has trivial relative commutant. In §6 we solve the problem by using the results of Ocneanu from [8] , together with the results obtained in the previous sections. In §7 it is shown how our approach gives a classification result for certain locally compact abelian actions, namely the almost periodic prime actions. Finally, we give some supplementary results in §8 which can be derived from our methods and give a little information on actions on type III algebras.
To describe our main result, let a: G -y Aut^# and ß: G -> AutyF be two prime actions of the compact abelian second countable group G on the semifinite injective von Neumann algebras Jf and JV. We introduce the invariant (N(a), Q(a)) with the aid of the unitary eigenoperators. Here N(a) is a subgroup of G and Q(a) : G x N(a) -► T is a bihomomorphism which is antisymmetric on N(a) x N(a). Not surprisingly it turns out that (N ,Q) is the characteristic invariant for the dual action à, see [5] . We find that a and ß are conjugate if and only if the fixed point algebras Jfa and Jf are *-isomorphic, N(a) -N(ß) and fl(a) = Q(ß). This is a direct generalization of Jones' result for prime actions on R, [4] , but is obtained by completely different means. To compare with the methods of [5] , observe that [5] gives the following result: a and ß are conjugate if and only if y%xa G and JVx "G are *-isomorphic, the characteristic invariants of à and ß are the same and a and ß have the same inner invariant. Thus our result removes the inner invariant and exchanges *-isomorphism of the crossed products with »-isomorphism of the fixed point algebras.
It should be noted that the main difficulty in [5] is precisely that the crossed product need not be a factor and that the method used in [5] is much more direct in case of prime actions, thanks to the theorem of Paschke. However, we feel that the elimination of the inner invariant, which is hard to understand, is an advantage.
Throughout the paper we let G denote a compact abelian group and consider only faithful actions of G, except when the contrary is explicitly stated. Finally, I will like to thank Uffe Haagerup for pointing out that not all prime C7-actions have full unitary spectrum and Niels Munch for many helpful discussions.
The existence of unitary eigenoperators
Definition 2.1. An action a: G -* kntJf has full unitary spectrum if every nonzero eigenspace contains a unitary.
We first show that for prime actions the Arveson spectrum is a subgroup of G and, because we have adopted the convention that all actions are faithful, it follows that Sp(a) = G for prime actions. This is presumably well known. Lemma 2.2. Let a: G -» Aut^f be a prime action. Then Sp(a) = G.
Proof. For p e G, let Jf(p) = {a e Jf \ ag(a) = (g,p)a, g e G} be the The proof will be based on the two following lemmas. Lemma 2.4. If a: G -► Aut^# is a prime action, then every eigenspace contains an isometry or a coisometry.
Proof. Fix p e G and let {v¡}¡€¡ be a maximal family of partial isometries in Jt(p) such that v*v = v v* = 0 for p ^ q. Set v -J2ieivi » e = vv* ana" f = v*v. Then v e J?(p), e, / e Jta . We assert that (I-e)Jt[p){\-f) = 0. Indeed if m e (I -e)J?(p)(l -f) is nonzero, the polardecomposition of m produces a nonzero partial isometry w in Jf(p) such that ww* <l -e and w*w < I -/. This contradicts the maximality of {v¡}ieI. Therefore the assertion holds and we get furthermore that w, (I -e)u*^(p)u2(l -f)u*2 = 0 for all unitaries «,, u2 in J(a . Thus z(I -e)Jf(p)z{\ -f) = 0, where z(-) denotes the central support in Jfa. Since Jfa is a factor and Jf(p) ±0 oy Lemma 2.2, we conclude that e = \ or f = \. D Lemma 2.5. Let a: G -> Aut^# be a prime action and assume that J?a is properly infinite. Then a has full unitary spectrum. Proof of Theorem 2.3. Assume ^(p) contains an isometry v but no unitary for some p e G. By Lemma 2.5 ^#Q must be finite. If dimJ(a < oo, Jf = Jf n (Jfa)' ®Jfa , so e*|^n/^aw is an ergodic action. But ergodic actions always have full unitary spectrum, see [9] , so this rules out the possibility that dim^#a < oo . Hence Jfa is of type II, . Let 7/ = {zp | z e Z} . If k e N, vk is an isometry in Jf(kp) and J!(kp) -J?av . In the same way, Jf(-kp) = (v*)kJia . It follows that the von Neumann algebra JV generated by v and J?a is the same as the one generated by \JheH^(h).
Hence JHJ_a (-)dg defines a normal faithful conditional expectation from Jf onto JV. By [13, § §2 and 3] , éV is a type III factor. By [14, Chapter V, Lemma 2.29], Jf is of type III also. D There is a modular automorphism group of the hyperfinite Ill^-factor, 0 < a < 1 , which is periodic so that it corresponds to an action of T, and satisfies that the fixed point algebra is a II,-factor and is the only eigenspace containing a unitary, see [13] . So Theorem 2.3 is the best we can expect concerning the existence of unitary eigenoperators for general prime G-actions. However, we have the following Proposition 2.6. Let a: G -> Aut^# be a prime action. If G is totally disconnected, a has full unitary spectrum.
Proof. By Theorem 2.3 we can assume that Jfa is a II, -factor. If v is an isometry in Jf(p), then v e Jf(kp), fceN. By assumption G is a torsion group so v e J?a for some k eN. Thus v is an isometry in a finite factor, i.e. v is unitary and so is v . n 3. The invariant for prime actions with full unitary spectrum Let a: G -> Aut^# be a prime action. By Theorem 2.3 we know that it is not too restrictive to assume that a has full unitary spectrum. Doing so, we can find unitaries {V \ p e G) in Jf such that (a) vpeJ?(p), peG.
Observe that Jf n W)' reduces a and that a|^n(^n)-is an ergodic, but not necessarily faithful action. Define N(a) = Sp(a\Jtn,^tay). It is straightforward to check that another choice of unitaries satisfying (a) and (b) yields the same function Q(a). In particular, we see from this that the pair (Q(a), N(a)) only depends on the conjugacy class of a.
Lemma 3.1. Q(a) is a bihomomorphism which is antisymmetric on N(a) x N(a), i.e. we have
(ii) Q(a)(px, qx + q2) = Q(a)(px , qx )Q(a)(px, q2), and (iii) Q(a)(qx,qx) = 1 for all px,p2eG, qx,q2eN(a).
Proof, (iii) is obvious, (i) and (ii) follow by using that ^l+P2^*^,* e ^a > p.,p2eG, and that V V* V* e C, qx,q2e N(a). We leave the details to the reader. D
With the following definition we follow the terminology from [8] . 
we l\h,X).
One finds the following relations:
Definition 3.3. The crossed product Jf xa{JH is defined to be the von Neumann algebra generated by the operators I(x), x e JT, and 71(g), g e H.
In the terminology of [11], -¿'x L,H is a regular extension of ^# by 77. As for crossed products by ordinary actions of abelian groups, we have an action à: H -+ AutJ? xaUH such that àp(n(g)) = (g,p)n(g), g eH, peH, and I(Jt) is the fixed point algebra of â, (see [11, p. 150]). Proposition 3.4. Let ß: G -» Aut^# be an action with full unitary spectrum and choose unitaries V e J?(p), p e G, such that VQ -I. Define (a, U) by ap = KAVP\.£ß atld Up,q = VpVqVp+f P'Q G G-Tflen (a'U) ÍS a C0CyCle crossed action and â is conjugate to ß if ^ is a-finite.
Proof. That (a ,77) is a cocycle crossed action follows from straightforward calculations. Observe that JV = span{7(x)zz(^)|x e A ,g e G} is a weakly dense *-subalgebra of Jf^ xnUG, that P& = ¡Gà (-)dp defines a faithful normal conditional expectation from ^ß xa v G onto I(Jf) and that every element m in JV admits a unique decomposition m = Yl âJ(xp)n(P) > where xp e ¿# , p e G. Thus we can define an injective »-homomorphism y/ : JV -> j£ by^\ X^p)^pY\=Y^pVp-\peG J ped
We claim that y/ extends to a »-isomorphism of Jfß xa v G onto Jf conjugating à and ß . This is an easy consequence of the next lemma which we shall also need later. Let I"(x), x e Jf, Iß(x), x e JT, and na(g), nß(g), g e 77, be the operators defined above such that JÍ xa v H is generated by Ia(x), x e JÜ, and na(g), geH and JV xß VH is generated by Iß(x), xg# and nß(g), g e H. We can then define a bijective »-homomorphism y/ between weakly dense »-subalgebras by \g€H J geH By Lemma 3.5 y/ extends to a »-isomorphism yJ: Jf xa u 77 -+ jV x" v H which clearly satisfies y/à = ß y/, p e H. Conversely, assume that y/:Jfxa ¡jH -y J^x» VH isa »-isomorphism such that y?^/ = ^â. It follows that y/ restricts to a »-isomorphism mapping Ia(Jf) onto Iß(yV). Define 8:Jt^yV by Iß(8(x)) = y/(Ia(x)), x e J£. Since V~'(^(c?))rcQ(£)* e Ia(JÏ), we can define W: H -t/pf) by Ia(Wg) = y/~x(7iß(g))na(g)*, geH. We leave to the reader to check that 8 and W satisfy conditions (a) and (b) of Definition 3.6. D Finally, we need to identify an invariant for cocycle crossed actions on factors which corresponds to the invariant (Q, N) introduced above. Let (ct ,77) be a cocycle crossed action of H on the factor Jf. Define N(a) = {h e 77 \ah is inner} , and define a map Q(a, U) :
where Sh e %(Jf) are unitaries implementing ah, h e N(a). Since Jf is a factor each Sh is determined up to multiplication by a scalar, so fi(tt, 77)
is clearly independent of the choice of the Sh 's. It may not be obvious at a glance that Q(a,U) takes values in T, but we prove the following lemma which implies this and other properties of Q(a, U), cf. Lemma 3.1.
Lemma 3.8. N(a) = N(â) and Q(a,U) = Q(â).
Proof. Let Jf xa v H be generated by I(x), x e Jf, and n(g), g e H. Assume h e N(a) and choose Sh e <%/(J() implementing ah . Then n(h)I(Sl) e
I(JT)' and àp(7i(h)I(S*h)) = (h,p)n(h)I(S*h), p e H. Hence h e N(à).
Conversely, if h e N(â), there is a unitary Vh e Jf xa u H n I(Jf)' such that àp(Vh) = (h,p)Vh, peH. Then V*n(h) e I(Jf) and I(ah(-)) = V*7i(h)I(-)n(h)*Vh. Thus ah is inner and h e N(a). Hence N(a) = N(à). Choose unitaries Vh e Jf xaU H, h e H, such that àp(Vh) = (h,p)Vh, p e H, and Vh e Jf xn v H n I(Jt)' when h e N(a) = N(à). Then V e I(W(J?))n(g), geH, and Sh = rx(V*n(h)) implements ah when h e N(a). Thus we find, with geH, he N(a), VgW¡K = ^S)Vhn(g)*V:
-nUg¡hU*hg)I(Uhgah+g(S*h)U*hgSh) = J(UgMah+g(S*h)U*hgSh).
Hence Q(a,U) = Q(â) as .asserted. □
Observe that by Lemma 3.7 the cocycle crossed action (a,U) constructed from ß in Proposition 3.4 is determined by ß up to cocycle conjugacy. Such a cocycle crossed action will be called a predual cocycle crossed action for ß . peG.
The reason for this name is of course that by Landstad's characterization of abelian crossed products, [7] , the condition of the definition implies that a is conjugate to the dual action on the crossed product G xadu)^a . We shall need the following alternative characterization of dual actions for later reference. . However, dimJf" < oo is excluded because we assume |C7| < oo and dimJf = oo. The conclusion follows. □ The case of ergodic actions studied in [9] shows that not all prime actions of G are dual actions. However, it will follow from our main results that every prime action of a second countable G on a semifinite injective von Neumann algebra with separable predual is a dual action provided the fixed point algebra is not finite dimensional. In view of this and the preceding theorem, one may wonder if all prime actions of G with full unitary spectrum and infinite dimensional fixed point algebra are dual actions. As Lemma 4.2 demonstrates this is actually a problem in noncommutative cohomology.
Here we continue the investigation of the connection between ^# and Jfa . As JV is the fixed point algebra of a\^ , we conclude from (a) that Jfx is finite. Hence -# is semifinite in this case also. G
The results obtained in this section make it quite easy to show that the invariant (Q,N) introduced in §3 for a prime G-action a with full unitary spectrum is the same as the characteristic invariant x¿ f°r tne dual action â, see [5] , in particular Remark 2.1.2. Since this observation will not be needed later, we only sketch the argument. Consider the action a ® id on Jf ®¿¡8(l ). Then N(a) = N(a ® id) and Q(a) = Q(a ® id). By Theorem 4.3 a ® id is a dual action, i.e. there is an action ß of G on Jfa ®3 §(l2) such that a®id is conjugate to ß. Thus N(a) = N(ß) and Q(c* <g> id) = Q((j8,I)) by Lemma 3.8.
By the definitions of Q((ß ,1)) and Xr > these invariants agree. Using Takesaki duality and a result of Kallman [6] , it follows easily that ß and the double dual action have the same invariant. Since ß is cocycle conjugate to the dual of a ® id, which is à ® id, it suffices to observe that Xa®n -X¿, ■
Actions with (J?a)' V\Jf = C
Ocneanu has shown that each countable discrete amenable group has, up to cocycle conjugacy, precisely one free action on the hyperfinite II,-factor R. He uses a cohomology vanishing result which, as we shall see, provides a direct way to translate his uniqueness result for abelian groups to a uniqueness result for actions by compact second countable abelian groups.
We apply the following lemma. It is well known for actions and the proof for cocycle crossed actions is the same. Therefore we omit it. To obtain our main results we first have to investigate the case where the characteristic invariant is constant. We need the notion of induced actions, [12] . Let G0 ç G be a closed subgroup and let ß: G0 -► kvXJV be an action.
The sub von Neumann algebra of L°°(G,yf") consisting of the functions y satisfying y(g-h) = ßh{y(g)), geG,heG0, is denoted by Ind(/?,yT). The induced action ß of G on Ind(/?,JV) is defined by ßg(y)(s)=y(s-g), g,seG,yelnd(ß,JS).
In the following proof we follow the ideas used in [9] to prove Lemma 5.11 and Theorem 5.12. = ß,(x0(<*-g(x))), geG,teN(af.
Thus <l>(Jte) c,\nd(ß,yT).
Next we identify ^(Z^, ). For this we let G 3 s -<■ s <E G/N(a)± denote the quotient map and let à: G/N(a)± -► Aut(Z^,) be the action à. = as, s e G.
This action is ergodic, so it is conjugate to left translation on C(G/N(a) ) by [1] , Theorem 2.2. Identifying Z^ with C(G/N(a) ) in this way we see that *(/)(£) = f(r-g), g e G, for some point reG and all / e Z^ . This follows because co is pure so that n0 is a onedimensional representation when restricted to Z^ . It follows that <I> maps Z£ onto the C*-subalgebra of C(G) Ç L°°(G,J/') consisting of functions / satisfying f(g) = f(g + t), g e G, te N(a)± . Now the partition of unity argument from Olesen, Pedersen and Takesaki's proof of Lemma 5.11 in [9] applies to conclude that <I> maps J?c onto the elements y in C(G,7i0(JÍrc))CLoo(G,J/') satisfying y(.g-t) = ßt(y(g)), geG,teN(af.
Consider L°°(G,J/') represented on L (G,ß^Q) in the obvious way. Ind(/? ,JV) is the fixed point algebra of an action of N(a) on L°°(G,JV), see [12, p. 299] . Using the corresponding normal conditional expectation and the preceding description of O(^), one concludes easily from the weak density of C(G,n¿Jtc)) in L°°(G,yT) that the weak closure of 0(.#c) in ^(L2 (G,ßQ) is \nd(ß ,JV). We argue that <P extends to a »-isomorphism from Jf onto Ind(/? ,yV). To this end consider y/ = I <g> y/Q in L2(G,ßQ . We have (<b(x)y/ , y/) = j T0(a_g(x))dg, xeJfc.
Thus (Q>(-)y/,y/) is an et-invariant trace state on Jfc. But Jfa ç Jfc is a finite factor with a unique trace <p , so there is only one a-invariant trace state on ^.,viz. <p(JGa (-)dg). Let %? = <S>(J?c)y/. Then (<¡>,^,y/) is a cyclic representation and the uniqueness of the GNS-construction together with the faithfulness and normality of <p(fGa"(-)dg) on Jf imply that O extends to a »-isomorphism mapping Jf onto the weak closure of O(^) in ¿g(ßf). To prove our assertion it is therefore sufficient to show that reduction to %? is a »-isomorphism on Ind(/3 ,Jf). But this follows from the equality CVV>V0 = / {y(g)V0,V0)dg, yelnd(ß,yy), JG and the fact that y/0 is separating for / asa cyclic trace vector. Thus <P extends to a »-isomorphism of ^# onto Ind(/? ,JV) as asserted. Note that <¡>(ag(x))(s) = n0(ag_s(x)) = <¡>(x){s -g) = ßg(Q(x))(s), g,seG, xeJ"c, so that the extension of O conjugates a and ß .
To complete the proof it suffices to check that (JV )' nJ^ = C since JV is then necessarily a factor and finite since y/0 is a trace vector. Since G is second countable there is a Borel right inverse q for the quotient map G -► G/N(a) .
If b e (yrrß)' Ç\JV, we define Fft e Ind(£ ,JT) by
We argue that Yb is in the commutant of Ind(y? ,J¥) . But it is easy to see that In case (i) -# = Jifa ® (°^a) n ^# and <x\<jr°ynjr K ergodic. Since a is faithful, so is ct\,^ayn^. Whence N(a) = G and by the same reasoning N(ß) -G. In this case Q(a) and Q(ß) are the invariants of Olesen, Pedersen and Takesaki [9] . So in this case a and ß must be conjugate because of [9] , Theorem 4. In the following definition we follow [9] . It is well known that the existence of a faithful normal state requires J? to be cr-finite. So almost periodic actions are always acting on cr-finite von Neumann algebras. Proof. The sufficiency of the conditions are clear, so we assume that a is almost periodic. Let 7/ be the subgroup of f generated by Spd(a). By assumption [j €fr^(q) spans a weakly dense subspace Jf^ of df. Since H is a group, -#0 is a »-subalgebra. We argue that each element m of if, admits a unique decomposition m = J^q&H a , where aq e J!(q), q e H. To see this let co be a faithful normal a-invariant state. Then co(J((p)) = 0 for p e Y\{0} because we have co(a) = co(ag(a)) = (p , g)co(a), a e J?(p), geY.
Since co is faithful, a = 0 for all q e H, proving the assertion. Furthermore, Jf is a \\\x-factor where X = e oga and (^a)' n-# = C. Jfa is of type II, if and only if cp is finite.
Proof. Assume first that J?a is a II,-factor. Using Lemma 2.4 and Lemma 4.4, we see that -# is generated by J£a and an isometry V, which is not a unitary and satisfies ax(V) = XV or ak(V) = XV, X e T. Assume that the first alternative holds, and set e = VV* e J(a . Then Ad V: J?a -* eJ(ae is a »-isomorphism and it follows by combining [13, Lemma 2.3], with Lemma 3.5 above, that Jf ~ 3?(J?a, AdV) in the notation of [13] . By [13, §2] , there is a faithful normal state cp on Jf such that of(x) = x, x e Jfa, and of(V) = d'V, t e R, where a = cp(e) e]0,1[. By [13, Corollary 2 .15], cp is a homogeneous state, so (J?a)' n^# = C by [13, Proposition 1.7] . By [13, Corollary 3.7] , Jf is a IIIrfactor, where X = e2n/Xoga . Since aa"(x) = x, x e Jfa , and aa"(V) = a"V , we conclude that of -aa" , ieR.
If the second alternative holds we can use the same reasoning on the action X -y aj, X e T.
Next assume that ^#Q is a Il^-factor. Then Jfa =JV®38, where jV is a II,-factor and 38 is a I^-factor. Then J£= Jfx®38 where Jfx = 38' C\J( is of type III. By the first step in the proof we know that there is a faithful normal state cp on Jfx and a e]0,1[ such that of = aqi, or oft -aa" on Jfx , that
Jfx is a IIIrfactor, X = e2n'Xo&a , and that jr' nJ?x = C. The conclusion for the Il^-case follows by considering the weight cp ®Yr on Jf = Jfx ®38 , where Tr is the trace on 38 . Since
it is now obvious how to conclude the proof, o
